


The Dying World was 
a quiet little place, covered in the usual 

sorts of forests, oceans, and mountains. 
Then, without warning, 

the Nova cracked its surface. 

In this Saga, Immortal Warriors from all over the 
universe use cosmic power to battle across a 

landscape torn by Volcanos, Tsunamis, and Quakes.

Only one Warrior can capture the Nova – 
and claim ultimate 

power over the Universe!

Welcome to the Dying World.



Components:

42 Disaster Cards, 
including Charge Ups;
14 for each Disaster 
(Volcano, Quake, and 

Tsunami)

4 Character 
Cards

4 Nova Power Up! / 
Victory is Mine! cards

3 Collapse Cards, 
1 for each Disaster

24 Map Tiles, with 
two squares each

1 Nova / 
Omega-Nova Tile

4 Energy cards 16 Charge 
Cubes

4 Character 
Figurines

The Basics:
•  Up to 4 players each control a 

unique character in a giant melee.

•  Players hold a hand of cards. These 
cards represent both their 
actions and their life totals.

•  Each point of damage causes a 
player to discard a card. Running 
out of cards eliminates you!

•  Every turn, each player uses a card 
to move, attack, and charge up 
powerful super-moves

•  The game is won by eliminating 
other players or capturing the 
OMEGA-NOVA, once it has broken 
through the planet’s surface.

•  More info and tutorial videos at: 
flypapergames.com/saga



Quick-Start Guide! Start playing and figure it out as you go!

1.  Pick a character! Take their figure and card.

2.  Lay out the Map Tiles like this diagram.

3.  Deal each player a hand of 1 Nova Power Up card and 5 
Disaster cards. These are the cards you play each turn.

4. After dealing, shuffle the 3 Collapse Cards into the rest of 
the Disaster cards. This is the deck you draw from.

5.  Everyone’s character has a starting location and Energy. 
Energy is basically the turn order - highest goes first.

6.  Each turn, play one card from your hand. This is your Active 
Card. Each player performs the text on their card from 
top to bottom, unless it is a Charge Up.

7.  Some cards move your character. Moving goes in all 8 
directions, and you can shove your opponents.

8.  Melee Attacks do one damage to adjacent opponents. 
Ranged Attacks hit them anywhere. Each point of 
damage makes that player discard a card. Running out 
of cards eliminates you from the game!

9.  Once everyone has played a card, anyone with a Charge Up 
card gets a cube to put on their card. When all squares 
on a Charge Up are filled, the text on the card happens.

10.  Next, compare the Energy of the Active Cards; that’s the 
new Energy for the following turn. 

11.  Active Cards get discarded - if you discard, then draw.

12.  When the deck is out of cards, the Nova goes OMEGA. 
Lots of stuff happens - check page 17.

13.  Eliminate your opponents or use “Victory is Mine” later in 
the game to win. Good luck out there!

The Nova is at the center, and 
is all types of Disasters.
Volcanos are red.
Tsunamis are blue.
Quakes are green.
Voids, on the backs of some 
tiles, are purple. Landing on a 
Void deals one damage.

Move

Ranged Attack

Charge

Energy

Melee Attack
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Characters
Ultra Warrior Morgana
A mighty crusader for all that is good. 

Morgana has such amazing purity of 
purpose and strength that she willed 
herself immortal, in order to better carry 
on her mighty works across the universe. 
She would use the power of the Nova only 
for Great Justice.
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Death Sludge
A mass of junk, decay, dead things, 

and a fair helping of dark matter. Not evil 
so much as gross, but it wouldn’t deny 
that it delights in eating everything it can 
find. Reckoned by most to be a terrible 
conversationalist. The Sludge’s primary 
purpose is to outright consume the Nova, 
for reasons and also HUNGRY!

Height: 7’3”
Weight: 350lbs
Wings: Six
Tenacity: Absolute

Height: 2m to 6m (varies)
Weight: 10^8 kg
Heart: Blackhole
Gravity: Terminal



Robo-Mob
A conglomeration of tiny robots, all 

acting as a collective. The Robo-Mob has 
a vast intelligence, although decision-
making can be a little dicey sometimes if 
the politics don’t quite line up. Generally, 
though, the Robo-Happiness-Index is quite 
high, and they would use the power of the 
Nova to create more Robo-Mob. Lots and 
lots more Robo-Mob.
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Astra of the Vine
The Order of the Vine is trained to 

combine great serenity with enormous 
skill in combat. Among them, Astra is the 
best. It has been sent by the elders of the 
Order to control the Nova for ultimate 
wisdom, enlightenment, and power – all 
for peaceful purposes, of course.

Height: 10,347mm (approx.) 
Weight: 1,342.1 kg (approx.)
Robot of the month: 
  B56-ALO^X

Height: 1 yard, 4 inches
Weight: 5 stone
Actual Vines?: Yes
Flowers are: 
        Reddish with blue edges



The World
The Dying World is made of Map 

Tiles, placed in three separate rings 
surrounding the Nova. The four tiles 
immediately around the Nova are always 
the same – the Inner Ring. The tiles for 
the second and third rings should be 
shuffled for each new game. The tiles 
contain Disasters (Volcanos, Tsunamis, 
and Quakes) as well as blank spaces 
and Voids.

Disasters power up specific attacks, 
or protect your character from others. 
Some cards will reference different 
types of Disaster.

The Nova is the source of the 
awesome power cracking open the 
Dying World. It holds all possibilities: 
it counts as all three types of Disaster.

Voids represent the full chaos of the 
Nova breaking through into the world. 
Voids damage anyone who gets too 
close. They cannot be used to power up 
attacks; they do not count as Disasters, 
no matter what they were prior to 
collapsing.

The Tiles

The Inner Ring, with the 
Nova in the center. 

Volcano TsunamiQuake

Void Crater Blank
Death Sludge 
uses the Crater 
as a starting 
place.
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Some cards and abilities use Disasters

Disasters:

Other Spaces:

No special 
gameplay effect

Revealed when a 
Collapse Card is 
drawn. Damages 
players.



A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

Place the Nova, 
then place the 4 
Inner Ring tiles 
around it. The Inner 
Ring tiles have 
crumbling rocks 
where they connect 
to the Nova.

The Disaster side of each tile should 
be face-up; they will flip over to their 
Void side later in the game.

The remaining tiles are shuffled. Lay 
another ring around the first.

The final ring is placed around that.

Setting Up the Map
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1. Players choose their characters through 
whatever means makes them happiest. Each char-
acter has unique abilities and motivations that can 
guide gameplay (see page 15).

2. Each player is dealt 5 cards from the Disaster 
deck, as well as 1 Nova Power Up card.

3. The 3 Collapse Cards (see page 16) are 
shuffled into all the remaining types of Disaster cards, making the deck. 

4. The Energy cards are dealt according to the Energy on each Character Card.

5. In Energy Order, players place their figurines on the map according to the 
starting Location written on their Character Cards.
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1. Choose Characters

2. Deal cards out to players

3. Shuffle in Collapse Cards

4. Distribute Energy Cards

5. Place Characters

Game Set-Up
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Playing the Game: Turn Order
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All players compare the Energy on their Active Card to set the Energy Order for next turn

If a player discarded their Active Card, they have 0 Energy

Ties are broken with the order from last turn

3: Compare Energy

Each player with a Charge Up card gets a cube to play on one of their cards

Whenever a Charge Up’s cubes are filled, its action immediately occurs

2: Charge Up

Pick your card to play for the turn

Immediately perform its actions in order from top to bottom

(Charge Ups work differently: they must be fully charged before their actions occur)

1: Play an Active Card

In the new Energy Order, players resolve their Active Cards - if necessary

To resolve a card, it is discarded and a new one drawn to replace it

Charge Ups are not resolved until they trigger

Only draw if a card tells you to, or if you are resolving a card

4: Resolve Cards

From highest Energy to lowest:

Generally, you either want to be getting close to opponents and attacking them or playing 
the long game, using lots of Charge Ups and avoiding others. The cards you get and your 
characters special ability will help guide your choices, and help you rise above the Chaos.

Basic Strategy



1: Play an Active Card

Start with highest Energy player. They choose a card and reveal it on the table. Then, they 
perform the actions listed on the card, from top to bottom.

A player must choose a card if they have a card in their hand. Sometimes, a player will 
only have face-up cards in front of them, in which case they play nothing.

Any card may be chosen as a Basic Action by playing it upside-down. These are either a 
simple Move or Attack, and often have higher Energy. 

Nova Power Up does not have a Basic Action; rather, its upside-down version is Victory is 
Mine, which comes into play during the Omega Phase (page 17).

Card Name
Anatomy of the Cards
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Play a card from your hand and perform 
its actions (unless it’s a Charge Up)

Energy

Actions: 
the card’s effects 

in symbols and 
text. For this 

card, you would 
Attack, then 

Move, then take a 
Charge cube only 
if you landed on a 
Volcano this turn.

Disaster Type 
(Volcano) 

and Basic Action 
(Attack)

Charge Up Action:
This card will have 

an effect only when 
it is charged.

Flavor text is in bold:
No gameplay effect!

Place Charge Cubes 
here. This card requires 

four cubes to trigger.

This card is a Basic Move.

Actions are always read top 
to bottom, left to right.



A Move        action lets the character move 1 space in any direction, laterally 
or diagonally. In this diagram, Robo-Mob has eight options for its Move action.

Characters may be able to move multiple spaces as a single action. In this 
case, characters only “land” on the final space they move to. 

Two characters cannot occupy the same space. If one 
character would move into another, the latter will be shoved 
away in a straight path. Any number of characters can be 
shoved. In the diagram to the left, Robo-Mob is on the Nova, 
at the center of the board. Astra moves 2 spaces, shoving 
Robo-Mob. Astra’s 
movement ends with it 
landing on Nova.

Teleporting crosses 
distance without moving 

through it. If a character teleports to an occupied space, 
they switch places with the occupying character.

The map represents a spherical world, so the edges of 
the map are connected. Straight edges connect across 
the board, and corners connect to each other. These 
are all examples of a legal single move for Morgana.

Taking Action

Robo-
Mob

Moving, Shoving, and Teleporting

There are two different cards that can be played. Charge Ups do not 
have an action until later - by definition, they have to be charged up. 
Every other card has immediate effects once they are played. Always 
perform actions listed on a card in order from top to bottom. 
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Move

Ranged 
Attack

Melee 
Attack

Morgana

Astra

Robo-
Mob

Shove!



Attacking and Damage
Robo-
Mob

Death 
Sludge

Astra

Morgana

Robo-Mob is adjacent to Morgana 
and Astra. Astra and Morgana are 
only adjacent to Robo-Mob. Death 
Sludge isn’t adjacent to anyone.

Death Sludge would not hit anyone 
with an Attack, but could still 
Damage other characters with 
certain cards.
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An Attack         action damages an adjacent character. 
Characters can be adjacent across the map’s edge.

Cards can also do Damage        to any characters that 
meet the card’s criteria. 

Cards can be discarded from a player’s hand and/or 
the cards in front of them - including their Active card and 
any Charge Ups. If an Active card is discarded before that 
player’s action, they do nothing. Discarded cards don’t 
resolve, and have no Energy. 

Each player keeps their own discard pile.

A player with no cards left is eliminated. If a player 
eliminates another, they may take any card from the 
eliminated player’s discard pile and put it into their hand.

Each point of Damage makes a player discard one card.

Pushing
Some cards let you push other characters. As with shoving, pushing a character moves 

them away from the source of the push by one space. Pushing is different because it 
does not require you to move into the character’s space, and can happen at any distance 
(depending on the specifics of the card or ability that is doing the pushing).

Some cards and abilities attack an opponent and then push them. The attack is still 
successful, even though the push makes them no longer adjacent. Similarly, if the opponent 
is not adjacent, the attack will not hit and they will not be pushed.

Pushing and Shoving always move characters in straight lines. Immortal Warriors are 
not billiards balls and cannot be struck on an angle.



3: Compare Energy
 Once each player Charges, if able, the turn is close to ending.

First, players compare the Energy of their Active cards. The highest 
gets high Energy for next turn, and so on through to the lowest Energy.

If a player does not have an Active card, either because they didn’t have one to play or 
because they discarded it earlier in the turn, then they have 0 Energy. If there is a tie for 
Energy, use the current order to break the tie.
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Energy

Determine the next Energy Order.

2: Charge Up
Charge Up cards are time bombs that go off once they’ve been charged with power from 

the Nova. A Charge Up is played like any other card, but doesn’t do anything immediately.

If a player has any face-up Charge Ups, they get a Charge Cube 
during this phase. This cube can only be placed on their own Charge 
Ups; cubes are placed in high to low Energy Order. Some cards or 
abilities might allow players to Charge at other times; each Charge 
gives a player one cube. If they have no Charge Ups, they get nothing.

Any time a card is fully charged – with all of its squares filled – it immediately triggers: its 
action is perfomed and the card is resolved. Charge Ups may be discarded due to damage 
at any time, just like other face-up cards. If they are, any cubes are removed.

Each player places a Charge cube.

Charge

4: Resolve Cards Discard and draw for remaining Active Cards.

Finally, each player’s remaining Active Cards are resolved. In the new Energy Order, 
each player discards their Active Card and draws from the deck to replace it. Charge 
Ups are not resolved at this time - they are resolved immediately when they trigger. If a 
player discarded their Active Card, they have nothing to resolve. Nova Power Up is resolved 
differently; instead of being discarded, it is returned to a player’s hand.



Unique Special Ability:
Each character has a powerful special ability to manipulate the energy of the Nova.

Hand Size:
Characters have different sensitivities to the Nova. If a player has too many cards at the 
end of the turn, they must discard down to their listed hand size.

Starting Energy and Location:
Determines the set-up for the first turn of play.

Omega-Form (back side of each Character Card):
This is used when the world has fully collapsed, and all cards have been drawn from the 
deck. Every character is Supercharged – capable of moving more and hitting harder – 
and their abilities increase immensely. Omega-Forms have no maximum hand size.

The Characters

Character name.

Starting Energy 
and Location.

Maximum number 
of cards in hand at 
the end of turn.

Unique Special 
Ability. This ability 

is replaced by  
the character’s 

Omega-Form later 
in the game (back 

of card).
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Basic 
Side

Art by Emily Block.



The power of the Nova grows over the course of the game. When the Dying 
World goes into its final throes, the ultimate battle will begin...

When a Collapse Card is drawn, it 
should be revealed immediately. That 
player draws another card. 

Then the next ring of Map Tiles gets 
flipped from their front side to the back, 
possibly revealing Voids. 

As the game goes on, fewer Disasters 
will be available on the map, until only the 
Nova is left. When the players have drawn 
all the cards in the deck, the game enters 
the Omega Phase.

first

second

third

Nova
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Collapse Cards

Voids are destructive 
locuses of the Nova’s power. 
A character takes a damage 
if they are standing on a 
Void when it flips and when 
they land on one. Voids no 
longer count as Disasters. 
They are purple.

Map Tiles must be flipped 
around their short axis.



Timeline of the 
Dying World

Start of Game:
All Map Tiles and 
Character Cards face-up

First Collapse Card:
Outer ring of tiles flip

Second Collapse Card:
Second ring of tiles flip

Third Collapse Card:
Last ring of tiles (the 
Inner Ring) flip

When the last card of 
the deck is drawn:
- Flip the Nova over into 
the OMEGA-NOVA

- Flip all Character Cards

- Each player shuffles 
their discard pile

When the deck runs out, the Nova is almost finished 
consuming the Dying World and flips over to become 
the OMEGA-NOVA. Each character becomes a 
supercharged Omega-Form of their previous self. The 
game enters its final stage:

•  Character cards flip over to their Omega-Form, 
unlocking powerful new abilities.

•  Each player shuffles their discard pile. From now 
on, they draw from the top of their pile, and 
discard cards to the bottom of it.

•  The OMEGA-NOVA still counts as all Disasters, and 
can now be used for the “Victory is Mine!” card. 

Once the transformation is complete, play continues 
where it left off.

A few notes: a character’s basic ability is no longer 
usable once they have transformed. In Omega-Form, 
characters have no maximum hand size.

There are two methods to finish the Saga:

1. A player triggers their “Victory is Mine!” card on the OMEGA-NOVA, thereby 
capturing ultimate power and reshaping the universe as they see fit.

- or -

2. A player eliminates everyone else. (The Dying World is a rough place.)

The Omega-Phase

Ending the Game



An Example Turn
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1. Play an Active Card:

Yulia has the highest energy, so she goes first. She 
plays Spire Blast upside-down, using it as a Basic 
Action. She moves 1 space onto the nearby Quake.

Xia goes next, and plays Strike-Slip. This lets her 
appear on any Quake, so she chooses the one Yulia 
just moved to. Because characters can’t occupy the 
same space, she trades spaces with Yulia. 

Her card also makes her remove a cube from each 
of her Charge Ups, which removes all of her charges.

Zack goes last. He plays Cosmic Wave Blade. It’s a 
Charge Up card, so it doesn’t have an action yet.

2. Charge Phase:

Yulia gets a cube first because she has highest 
energy. She must charge her Nova Power Up, which 

Death 
Sludge

Morgana

Robo-
Mob

The state of the game at the 
start of the turn.

Yulia, as
Robo-Mob

Xia, as Ultra 
Warrior Morgana

Zack, as
Death Sludge

Super Energy High Energy Low Energy

Nova 
Power 

Up

(one cube)

Hyper 
Nova 
Burst

Wild-
Fire

no face-
up cards

(one cube) (one cube)



now has two cubes. That fills all of its squares and causes 
it to trigger. 

Sadly, she is not on a Disaster (because Xia teleported 
her off of one), so she doesn’t draw a card. She resolves 
Nova Power Up right away by putting it back into her hand.

Xia chooses to put her cube on her Hyper Nova Burst.

Zack charges his Cosmic Wave Blade, triggering it. He 
attacks Xia twice, so Xia has to discard two cards from 
her hand. Because it triggered, Zack resolves his card 
immediately by discarding it and drawing a new one.

3. Compare Energy:

First, everyone compares the Energy of their Active 
cards, the ones they played this turn: 

Xia’s card has an energy of 1,861. 

Zack has 0 - he discarded his card already (it was a 
Charge Up that triggered). 

Yulia has 1,010 - using the Basic Action’s Energy.

Xia has the highest, so she swaps cards with Yulia to 
have Super Energy, while Yulia is High. Zack stays Low.

4. Resolve Cards:

Now, the remaining Active cards are resolved. Xia 
resolves her card, followed by Yulia. Zack already resolved 
his Active Card, so he does nothing. 

The turn ends.

All in all, Xia took a risk to prevent Yulia from drawing a 
card, and she was punished when Zack had the powerful 
(but slow) Ultimate Cosmic Strike. That’s just a sample of 
the chaos of Saga of a Dying World!
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Glossary
Melee Attack: Does one damage to an adjacent character.
Ranged Attack: Does one damage to any valid character on the map. 
Damage: Caused by attacks and Voids. The damaged player discards 

one card from their hand and/or face-up cards per point of damage.
Charge: Place a Charge Cube on one of your Charge Ups. Some 

instances will specify what cards can be charged, including opponents’.
Draw: Take a card from the deck. In the Omega-Phase, each player 

uses their discard piles as a personal deck.
Resolve: Unless otherwise stated, cards are resolved by discarding 

them and drawing a replacement. For Active Cards, this happens at the end of the turn. 
For Charge Ups, this happens when they trigger.

Perform Actions: After playing a card, players do the moves, attacks, and other actions 
listed on their card. Charge Up cards do not have any actions until they trigger.

Charge Up: A card that must be fully charged with cubes before its action occurs. 
Energy: The amount of Nova power remaining to a character. Decides the Energy Order. 

From highest, the order is Mega-Ultra, then Super, then High, then Low.
Energy Order: The sequence of play in a given turn, determined by how much Energy 

each player’s Active card had the previous turn. 
Teleport: Move any distance to a valid space without moving through the intervening 

spaces. If that space is occupied, trade places with the character occupying it.
Land: Landing on a space means finishing a move on it, either by your own action or by 

being shoved or pushed to it. Moving clumps together, so multiple moves at once can pass 
over a space without landing on it (useful for jumping over Voids).

Shove: A character moves into another, pushing them along their path of movement.
Push: A forced move away from another character (a lá Jedi).
Discard Piles: Must be kept individually and face-down, to prevent confusion.
Face-up card: A card in front of a player that has been played by them – either Active 

cards from this turn or Charge Ups. Energy and Character Cards are not counted.
Multiple Charge Ups: If several Charge Up cards would trigger simultaneously, they 

occur in Energy Order from high to low. If they belong to one player, they choose the order.
Orientation: You must play a card specifically right-side up or down. No switching later.
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Move

Ranged 
Attack

Charge

Energy

Melee 
Attack



Supercharged: When Omega-Forms move or attack, they may move or attack at that 
amount plus one. Supercharging a move or attack is optional.

Death Sludge: You may place the stolen cube on any of your own Charge Ups. If you 
don’t have a Charge Up, you may still remove a cube from the opponent you shove. In rare 
circumstances, you can shove a player without being adjacent to them; you can still steal!

Omega-Form - Sludge: If a player doesn’t have – or isn’t willing to use – two moves, they 
cannot shove you and must make a move in another direction. To put it another way, a 
player can’t “burn” a single move by slamming against you. This isn’t Roborally.

Omega-Form - Astra: The additional card that is played does not affect Energy. If you are 
not able to play a Charge Up, do not draw a card – even if you are on the Omega-Nova.

Doesn’t the world make a torus, not a sphere? Yes, and it’s turtles all the way down.
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Special Rules for Character Abilities

New Game ++ 
Drafting: An alternative way of starting the game is to draft the initial five-card 

hand. Each player draws six cards from the deck and chooses one, then passes 
the remaining five to the player on their left. Each player takes another, then 
passes the remaining four, and so on. The last card of each set is returned to the 
deck, which is then shuffled with the Collapse Cards, leaving each player with a 
starting hand of five Disaster cards plus their Nova Power Up card. Drafting an 
initial hand allows experienced players to form a strategy from the get-go.

Coyote Jester Mode: A crazier way of Collapsing the board. On the second 
Collapse, remove the outer ring (that was already flipped). On the third, remove the 
second ring, leaving you with just the Inner Ring for the final portion of the game.

Nova / OMEGA-NOVA: The center of the Dying World. Source of power. Counts as all 
types of Disasters. The “Victory is Mine” card only functions on the OMEGA-NOVA.

Disaster: Map Spaces that concentrate Nova power. Tsunamis, Volcanos, Quakes.
Void: Nova power too far gone. Damages characters when they land on them.
“Blast” Rule: Some cards can damage you as they trigger. If so, you can choose to 

discard them to themselves, rather than resolving them. 



....Agony befell an unremarkable world.

* * *

The Ultra Warrior Morgana looked up 
at the sky, and the world narrowed around 
her. Her wings rustled at the tingle that had 
just spread through her augmented blood. 
Beyond the greenish veil of this planet’s sky, 
she could feel the calling of another world....

* * *

Out in deep space, Robo-Mob flinched.
A thousand members called a vote at 

once, independent of each other at first, 
but their voices mingling in the Intranet and 
becoming a single, cacophonous rumble. 
The Grand Robot, BTX-9804, presiding, 
called a Full Conference.

To the outside cosmos, Robo-Mob went 
slack. Drifting amongst the asteroid belt of 

a bright blue giant, its activity seemed to 
cease, and the far flung scout robots of its 
arms, sensors, and tentacles withdrew until 
they were in contact with the whole. 

Within that great collection of artificial life, 
though, the Mob was restless.

The electronic conscienceness of each 
individual in the Robo-Mob was shunted to 
the Full Conference room, a virtual meeting 
place within the Intranet. BTX digitally 
banged a virtual gavel, and called the room 
to order.

“What is the meaning of this?” it asked 
the assembled Mob, but gently, without 
rancor. (The Robo-Mob, as a rule, did not 
object to self-analysis).

“I have detected something strange,” a 
sensor-bot said.

“I, also, have detected something 
strange,” the next sensor-bot added.

A thousand more sensor-bots piped up, 
one after another, with the same claim. 
Robo-Mob did not believe in skipping over 
any one individual’s opinion, and each bot 
was listened to in turn.

“What is strange about it?” the Grand 
Robot asked when at last they finished.

“It is difficult to say,” one said. “It tingles 
most peculiarly in our organic sensor bits,” 
added another.

“Analysis?” the Grand Robot demanded.
“It is a convergence of great power,” a 

voice responded immediately. The (virtual) 

Somewhere 
in the Universe....



eyes of the Robo-
Mob turned on the 
voice. From the 
masses of the Mob, 
AMM-002 came 
to the front. AMM 
was perhaps the 
oldest robot left 
in the Mob, and 
was counted as 
the wisest. “Never 
before have we 
seen such a thing. 
It is a concentration 
of the primordial 
cosmos. It is a 
Nova.”

Its words had an 
immediate effect; 
all the robots began 
chattering to each 
other.

“Order, order!” 
the Grand Robot 
said, its digital gaveling bursting with static. 
“What shall we do, then?”

“This power may be dangerous,” AMM-
002 replied, “but it presents a great 
opportunity if we could capture it.”

“We could make more robots,” the Grand 
Robot said.

“Many more,” a philosophy-bot added.
“Many, many more,” an engineer-bot 

spoke up.
“Nigh infinite robots,” 

AMM-002 said.
A rumble of pleasure 

echoed through the 
collected robots.

“The vote will 
commence,” the Grand 
Robot declared. “All in 
favor of pursuing this 
Nova?”

Every robot voted yes.
“Opposed?”
None.
“Robots, prepare for 

hyper-cruise,” the Grand 
Robot roared, and 
the Robo-Mob whirled 
about itself in ecstacy, 
becoming a long arrow 
like a missile. And then, 
with a bright flash, it was 
suddenly gone.

* * *

On the green world of Harrison-Syzixx, the 
monastery of the Thousand Trees stood 
as it had for a thousand millenia. Within 
the trunk of the greatest tree, a thousand 
meters above the canopy, the Council of the 
Vine met.

“Our scions have detected the 
disturbance,” one member said, its ferns 



waving.
“It is a Nova,” another confirmed. “For 

now, it is contained within a planet. But it will 
shortly enter its Omega phase.”

“When it does,” a third broke in, “the 
energy of its chaotic fabric will be ripe for 
the picking, like a fruit grown full under the 
harvest suns.”

“It will consume the world hosting it,” the 
first mused.

“And so?” the second replied. “It is just 
another world, like any other. A small 
sacrifice.”

“We must capture the power of the 
Nova,” the third broke in once again. “It is 
the opportunity we have been waiting for all 
these years.”

“Yes,” said the first. “A chance for 
immortality...”

“Infinite wisdom...”
“Infinite power,” finished the third.
The three elders of the Order of the Vine 

regarded each other. Each of them were 
older than most planets in the universe, 
and they had long since matured past 
excitement. But in the curl of their leaves, 
the release of spores from their ferns, and 
the creak of their branches, each could 
claim to be feeling - anticipation.

“Who shall we send?”
“Other beings may have detected the 

Nova,” the second replied.
“Then we will send our mightiest,” the 

third said.
“Yes,” said the first.
“Yes,” added the second. “We will send 

Astra.”
Moments later, in a courtyard built into 

the highest branches of the great tree, 
Astra bowed its head to the Council. It did 
not need words to express its confidence, 
its ability, or its power. It merely coiled itself, 
gathered the fabric of the universe around 
it, and whirled around itself. Space bent just 
so, and Astra disappeared inwards, slipping 
across into the cosmos – and across space 
towards the Nova and the Dying World.

* * *

Death Sludge looked up from the planet 
it was eating, its beady eyes searching the 
cosmos. “Huh!” it gurgled. “Smells like a 
Nova to me!”

Immediately, it forget the city in front of it, 
that it had been taking leisurely bites of, and 



forgot the ocean to the side, which it had 
been delicately slurping up (a million gallons 
at a time). It shook itself, rattling its junks 
and garbage around. 

Then – it jumped. Its immense bulk made 
it just a few meters off the ground. 

But then it landed, bouncing off the street 
of the poor city it had been eating – and the 
gravity of the Death Sludge bounced as well, 
sending the terrifying being soaring off into 
the cosmo toward the nearest star, leaving 
only wreckage behind. Death Sludge fell into 
that sun’s fires, then worked the gravity 
of its core and ripped through subspace 
towards the taste of the Nova.

It fell to the Dying World like a comet.
As it emerged from a smoking crater, 

it felt the energy of the Nova flowing into 
it. Not far away, the ground was cracking 
open, lava flowing out like blood. A churning 
river leapt its bank, swallowing a city of ants.

“My kind of place,” Death Sludge rumbled 
to itself.

It watched as more Immortal Warriors 
arrived, shook itself again, and started 
ambling towards ultimate power.

* * *

“I am sorry,” Morgana told the Premier of 
Kal-Ash-Ni-Kash. “I was very much looking 
forward to the celebration, but I must go.”

“We are sorry as well,” the insect replied, 
its mandibles clicking delicately. “What has 
happened?”

Once again, the Ultra Warrior Morgana 
looked up at the green sky, her attention 
tunneling through space. 

“A world is hurting,” she said, softly. She 
could feel the Nova beginning to swallow a 
whole planet – in her mind’s eye, she could 
see the surface bursting and splitting apart, 
the oceans overflowing. And what’s more, 
she could see the others - the immortal 
warriors from across the universe, 
converging on the Nova. “I must go now.”

She spread her wings – bionic, hyperalloy 
wings, tipped with feathers that brushed 
through quantum space - and flapped once. 
In a moment, she was on her way – 

– to the Saga of the Dying World!



This page will feature all of the Kickstarter Backers, as soon as I send out a survey 
to get the correct credits for all of them. All I can say right now is that they are 

great.
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Quick Reference

From Highest Energy to Lowest:

1. Play an Active Card
Pick your card for the turn
Perform its actions
(Charge Ups have no actions)

2. Charge Up
Each player with a Charge Up gets 
a cube to place on their card(s)

3. Compare Energy
The Energy of each player’s Active 
Card sets the new Energy Order

4. Resolve Cards
Active Cards are resolved 
(Charge Ups stay in play until they 
are triggered)

Turn Order
1. Reveal it immediately!

2. Draw a card to replace it (Collapse 
Cards don’t count as an actual card).

3. Starting from the outside, flip over 
the next ring of Map Tiles.

4. Anyone standing on a Void tile that 
just flipped over takes 1 damage.

Any time a player lands on a Void, they 
take 1 damage.

Always flip Map Tiles over their short 
axis, so that the relationship between 
Disasters and Voids stays true.

Drawing a Collapse Card

Move (page 12)

Ranged Attack 
      (page 13)

Charge (page 14)

Energy (page 14)

Melee Attack 
      (page 13)

Each point of Damage makes you discard one card. 
You may discard from your hand or from your face-
up cards in front of you.

When the last card of the deck is drawn, go to 
Omega Phase (page 17).

Gentle Reminders

Good luck 
out there.


